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Abstract: In this work, we propose a robust and versatile approach for the
characterization of the complex field amplitude of holographically gener-
ated coherent-scalar paraxial beams. For this purpose we apply an iterative
algorithm that allows recovering the phase of the generated beam from
the measurement of its Wigner distribution projections. Its performance is
analyzed for beams of different symmetry: Laguerre-Gaussian, Hermite-
Gaussian and spiral ones, which are obtained experimentally by a computer
generated hologram (CGH) implemented on a programmable spatial light
modulator (SLM). Using the same method we also study the quality of their
holographic recording on a highly efficient photopolymerizable glass. The
proposed approach is useful for the creation of adaptive CGH that takes into
account the peculiarities of the SLM, as well as for the quality control of
the holographic data storage.
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1. Introduction
Generation of laser beams with a determined amplitude and phase distribution is a relevant
challenge in optics. Holography has demonstrated to be a powerful tool for this task. In particu-
lar, computer-generated holograms (CGHs) result very useful in applications where a dynamic
beam synthesis is demanded as for example laser beam shaping [1, 2], optical micro-particle
manipulation [3], etc. The CGHs are often addressed onto programmable spatial light modula-
tors (SLMs) based on the liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) display technology, which provide
versatile beam control almost in real time. During the last decades various methods for encod-
ing of the complex field onto phase-only CGHs have been developed [4]−[6]. However, the
wavefront distortion arising from flatness deviation of the SLM, moderate-low spatial resolu-
tion and limited phase depth yield the deviation of the generated beam from the programmed
one. To characterize and evaluate the quality of the holographic beam synthesis usually only
the intensity beam distribution is taken into account. Nevertheless, for entire characterization
of the coherent scalar beam the information about its phase is required. Here we propose a
beam characterization technique which includes its phase recovery from the Wigner distribu-
tion (WD) projections that coincide with the intensity distributions measured at the output of
the proper optical system, see [7]−[9]. This approach is not interferometric and can be experi-
mentally realized by a robust optical setup. Notice that the knowledge of the phase distribution
allows verifying the global beam quality generation. Moreover, the decomposition of the re-
trieved phase on terms of Zernike polynomials [10] provides a diagnostics of the wavefront
distortion in the generated beam.
The proposed phase retrieval technique can also be used as an alternative to the methods re-
ported in the references [11]−[14] and the ones cited therein, for estimation of the non-desirable
wavefront distortion introduced by the optical system including the SLM display. To compen-
sate such deviations the CGH has to be modified leading to an adaptive CGH (ACGH). We
experimentally demonstrate the advantage of using the ACGHs for high quality beam synthe-
sis.
This paper is organized as it follows. Section 2 reviews the multireference iterative phase
retrieval approach, which is the main tool of the proposed technique for optical setup and beam
characterization. In section 3 we first remind two main phase-only CGH encoding methods for
arbitrary complex scalar-field generation. Then we apply the phase retrieval technique for the
analysis of the optical setup further used for holographic beam generation. The wavefront dis-
tortions are analyzed and taken into account for the creation of the ACGHs. The beams obtained
from the ACGHs, for both encoding methods, are compared using the proposed characteriza-
tion technique. As examples we have chosen several beams with different symmetries such as
Laguerre-Gaussian (LG), Hermite-Gaussian (HG), and spiral ones. Note that helical LG beam
is a well-known example of optical vortex playing a relevant role in many areas ranging from
optical tweezers to quantum optics [15]−[17]. The spiral beams, given as an appropriate su-
perposition of the LG ones, have attracted the attention of researchers in last years due to the
rotation of their intensity distribution around the optical axis during propagation [18]−[20].
Finally, in section 4, the characterization method is used for the beams generated by analogue
holograms. The work ends with concluding remarks.
2. Phase retrieval approach based on measurement of WD projections
Phase retrieval has a relevant role in science and engineering. There exist various non-
interferometric techniques for this task. Most of them, either iterative or non-iterative ones,
involve digital post processing. In particular, the phase information can be recovered using
non-iterative approaches based on so-called transport of intensity equation [21]−[24]. Nev-
ertheless, it is often mathematically complex (e.g. specifying correct boundary conditions for
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solving the equation) and it has important limitations in the experimental realization as for ex-
ample: the image alignment as well as defocus calibration. Another well-established method is
the Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) iterative algorithm [25]. It is widely used in different optical ap-
plications and permits to retrieve the input phase from the known amplitude (square root of
intensity) distributions of the propagating beam, in Fraunhofer or Fresnel diffraction domains
[25, 26]. These amplitudes play the role of constraint images. However, the main problem of
the GS algorithm for the phase retrieval is the phase ambiguity resulting from converging to
local minima solutions, which yields incorrect phase distribution. This issue is crucial in the
case of noisy constraint images that are often found in experimental measurements. There exist
several proposals to solve this problem by using statistical methods [27], but they demand a
great amount of computational resources. The main idea to reduce phase ambiguity and speed
up the algorithm convergence is acquiring more information about the beam by increasing the
number of constraints [26] and by varying their type [8, 28]. For example the introduction of
astigmatism in the optical setup, used for constraint image generation, solves certain problems
in the phase recovery for the case of stable modes. In particular, it permits to determine the
direction of phase rotation of helical Laguerre-Gaussian beams [28].
Here we briefly explain an iterative phase retrieval approach based on the GS algorithm that
takes advantage of the controlled astigmatism, which can be produced by using a cylindrical
lens with variable focal length given by the transmittance function
L j (x,y) = exp
(
−iπ (xcosθ + ysinθ)
2
λ f j
)
, (1)
where λ is the wavelength, θ is the rotation angle that defines the lens orientation in the
transversal plane, f j is the focal length and j is an integer. The input beam f (x,y) passes through
the lens, Eq. (1), and then propagates a distance z. Considering the Fresnel diffraction regime,
the outgoing beam fout(ro) = Fz [ f (ri)L j(ri)] (ro) is given by
fout(ro) = exp(i2πz/λ )iλ z
¨
f (ri)L j(ri)exp
(
iπ
(xo − xi)2 +(yo − yi)2
λ z
)
dri, (2)
where ri,o = (xi,o,yi,o) are the input and output spatial coordinates. The square root of the inten-
sity distribution that coincides with the scaled WD projection, | fout(ro)|, is used as constraint
image. In our case the propagation distance z is fixed and the beam transformation is only per-
formed by varying the focal length as f j = α jz. This fact results in a robust and flexible optical
setup because it avoids axial movements of the optical elements. The phase distribution of the
input beam can be numerically retrieved using the constraint images corresponding to different
values of the focal length. To obtain an appropriate scale and sampling of the constraint image,
at the measurement plane, the parameters z and α j have to be chosen according to wavelength,
input image size and detector dimensions (e.g. CCD chip). In particular, we consider a conver-
gent cylindrical lens (α j > 0) with θ = π/4.
Let us now describe the iterative algorithm whose flow chart is depicted in Fig. 1.
The amplitude (modulus) of the input signal is denoted as E0 = | f (x,y)|, whereas E j =∣∣Fz [ f (x,y)L j(x,y)]∣∣ is the amplitude of the constraint image, where j = 1, 2, ..., M (M con-
straint images) and Lj(x,y) is the phase modulation of the cylindrical lens with focal length f j.
The retrieved phase distribution φk,M(x,y) at each loop k = 1, 2, ..., N is obtained as it follows:
1. Calculate free-space propagation at distance z of the complex field Sk(x,y) =
E0 exp
(
iφk, j
)
modulated by the lens function Lj(x,y). A constant or random phase can
be used as φ1,1 ;
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σk(x,y) = Fz [ Sk · Lj]
Sk = E0 exp[i·φk(x,y)]
φk,j(x,y) = arg(σk)
Replace 
amplitude
j = 1,..., M
φk+1(x,y) = φk,M (x,y)
σk(x,y) = Ej exp[i·arg(σk)]
σk(x,y) = F-z [ σk ] · Lj*
k = 1,..., N
Forward
propagation
Backward
propagation
New phase
estimation
Fig. 1. Flow chart of the proposed phase retrieval algorithm.
2. Replace the resulting amplitude by the constraint image Ej found from the intensity dis-
tribution measured at z;
3. Calculate the back-propagation at distance −z of the obtained complex field, and modu-
late the resulting field by the conjugate transmittance function of the lens L∗j(x,y) ;
4. The estimated phase φk, j+1(x,y) is used as initial one for the next iteration j+1.
The phase estimation φk,M(x,y) calculated after j = M iterations is used for the next loop k+1,
in which all constraint images are again used for steps i− iv). The algorithm ends at k = N
when the convergence is reached. Therefore the total number of iterations is N ×M.
Let us illustrate this phase retrieval method on the example of the Laguerre−Gaussian (LG)
mode given by
LG±p,l (r;w) = w
−1
(
p!
(p+ l)!
)1/2(√
2π
x± iy
w
)l
L lp
(
2π
w2
r2
)
exp
(
− π
w2
r2
)
, (3)
where: r2 = x2 + y2, w is the beam waist, and L lp is the Laguerre polynomial with radial index
p and azimuthal index l.
In particular, we study the LG+2,4 input beam displayed in Fig. 2(a). Beam waist is set at
w=
√
λ z, where the wavelength λ = 532 nm and the propagation distance z= 0.4 m correspond
to our experimental setup described in section 3. Retrieved phases obtained after N ×M = 96
iterations using M = 1, 2, 3 and 4 constraint images, are shown in Fig. 2(b). The relative root
mean square (RMS) error of the retrieved phase, corresponding to each iteration, is given by
RMS(k, j) =
(¨ ∣∣E0 exp(iφ)−E0 exp(iφk, j)∣∣2 dr
)1/2
×
(¨
|E0 exp(iφ)|2 dr
)−1/2
, (4)
where φ is the phase of the test signal (LG+2,4), see Fig. 2(c). These results demonstrate that the
increase of the number M of constraint images speeds up the convergence of the RMS error.
Convergence in the phase retrieval is reached at N×M = 96 iterations with a RMS value of 0.02
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Fig. 2. (a) Intensity and phase distributions of the LG+2,4 beam. (b) Phase distribution
retrieved after N ×M = 96 iterations using several constraint images M. (c) Evolution of
the RMS error as a function of the number of iterations and constraint images. RMS values
after N ×M = 96 are: 1.23 (M = 1), 0.94 (M = 2), 0.02 (M = 3), and 10−5 (M = 4).
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Fig. 3. (a) Retrieved phase associated to the LG+2,4 and LG−2,4 beams, obtained using
N ×M = 96 iterations and M = 4 constraint images (RMS 10−5). (b)-(e) The four con-
straint images (E j) corresponding to each LG beam, displayed at first and second rows
respectively.
and 10−5 for M = 3 and M = 4, respectively. We conclude that at least three constraint images
are required to obtain good phase recovery using a low number of iterations. The numerical
calculation was preformed with 1024× 1024 points. Each constraint image Ej is associated
with a single value of the focal length given as f j = α jz, where: α1 = 0.35, α2 = 0.5, α3 = 0.75
and α4 = 1.
Notice that the beam propagation through an isotropic system does not allow distinguishing
a stable mode from its complex conjugated [8]. However, by adding a controlled astigmatism
it is possible to do this, as it is displayed in Fig. 3 for the example of LG+2,4 and LG
−
2,4 modes:
the corresponding constraint images present a relative rotation of π/2 and a reflection. It is
expected that the noise depending error in the phase estimation is also reduced by using several
constraint images as reported in [28]. In the next sections we experimentally demonstrate the
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robustness of the proposed approach against additive noise.
Finally, we stress that the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) can be used for accurate numerical
calculation of the Fresnel diffraction integral, Eq. (2), see for example [29]. It has been proved
in several examples mentioned below that the algorithm typically converges within 1 minute
(GNU/Linux workstation, Intel Core i7 processor, Matlab R2010a) after N×M = 96 iterations,
where M = 4 is the number of constraint images of 1024×1024 pixels. Convergence time can
be optimized using a faster programming language. These facts make the described method
a versatile tool for beam characterization, as it will be shown in the next section. We under-
line that, in our case, the cylindrical lens is implemented by means of the SLM. Nevertheless,
conventional glass cylindrical lenses can be used as well.
3. Generation of arbitrary paraxial beams via CGH and their optical characterization
3.1. Design of CGH for beam generation
It is well-known [4] that an arbitrary scalar complex field described by
f (x,y) = a(x,y)exp [iφ(x,y)] , (5)
where a(x,y) and φ(x,y) are the amplitude and phase distribution respectively, can be encoded
as a phase CGH with a transmittance function
H(x,y) = exp [iψ(a,φ)] . (6)
The encoding phase ψ(a,φ) can be found representing H(x,y) as a Fourier series in the domain
of φ(x,y). For instance, in [6] it is demonstrated that f (x,y) is recovered from the first-order
term of such Fourier expansion by using the following hologram phase modulation function:
ψ(a,φ) = g(a)sinφ , (7)
if the condition J1 [g(a)] = a, is fulfilled for every value of the normalized amplitude a(x,y) ∈
[0, 1], where J1(ρ) is the Bessel function of first order. Inverting the latter relation the function
g(a) is defined, see [6] for further details. There exists another encoding approach, reported in
[5], with hologram phase modulation:
ψ(a,φ) = g(a)φ , (8)
and inversion condition sinc [1−g(a)] = a, where sinc(ρ) = sin(πρ)/πρ . Both types of CGHs
are useful for the generation of arbitrary beams as demonstrated in [6] and [30]. We underline
that other types of CGHs studied in [4, 6, 31] are limited because they require the design of an
specific aperture for each signal, and therefore they are less versatile. To isolate the encoded
field f (x,y) from other terms of the Fourier expansion, a carrier phase ϕc = 2π(u0x+ v0y) is
added to the modulation function: ψ(a,φ +ϕc) mod 2π . The further spatial filtering, that can
be optically performed using a 4-f telescopic system, permits to select the corresponding term
according to the value of spatial frequencies (u0,v0).
To estimate the quality of the experimentally generated beam, it is usual to compare its
intensity distribution measured at the image plane with the theoretical one [6, 31, 32]. However,
this information is not complete because the phase is not taken into account. In this work we
propose a beam characterization technique to analyze both the intensity and phase distributions,
which fully describe the beam propagation. For phase retrieval the iterative technique discussed
in the previous section is used. The quality of a beam synthesized by CGH depends not only on
the encoding method but also on the properties of the SLM and the entire optical setup used for
the field generation. As we will show in the next section 3.2, the same phase retrieval technique
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can also be applied to detect aberrations of the optical system, which can be compensated
during the hologram generation process. These adaptive CGHs increase the feasibility of the
synthesized beams.
3.2. Experimental setup and its optical characterization
The scheme of a typical experimental optical setup used for beam generation via CGH is de-
picted in Fig. 4(a). A linearly polarized collimated beam is modulated by the CGH addressed
into a SLM. In our case we use a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm), with output power of 300
mW and a reflective LCoS-SLM (Holoeye PLUTO, 8-bit gray-level, pixel pitch of 8 μm and
1920× 1080 pixels) operating in phase-only modulation, which was calibrated for a 2π phase
shift at λ = 532 nm. The LCoS display performance depends on the electrical signal scheme
addressed to the SLM device. Such an electrical signal yields different polarimetric responses
of the display as for example the phase-shift obtained [33]. In order to avoid efficiency degra-
dation in beam generation due to high time fluctuations of the displayed phase, we implement
the so-called “5-5(543)” electrical signal scheme provided by the SLM manufacturer that is not
often set by default. This configuration gives better efficiency of the displayed phase even for
phase-shift shorter than 2π , as demonstrated in [33]. An exhaustive study about LCoS’s optical
performance and its characterization can be found in [33, 34].
SLM
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laser beam 
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Recording
plane (z0 = 0)
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Output
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z 
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Fig. 4. (a) Experimental setup for generating arbitrary paraxial beams. The SLM displays
a CGH associated to the complex signal to be generated. BS is a cube beam splitter, L1 and
L2 are spherical relay lenses (with a diameter of 5.1 cm) working as telescope 0.4×, focal
lengths: f1 = 25 cm and f2 = 10 cm, in our case. Pinhole P is located at Fourier plane of L1
for spatial filtering. (b) SLM’s area for CGH addressing, imaged at plane z0 = 0. Retrieved
phase φab(x,y) of this region before (c) and after correction (d), see Table 1.
Spatial filtering is achieved at the Fourier plane of the spherical lens L1, see Fig. 4(a), whereas
the SLM is located at its back focal plane. Therefore the encoded beam f (x,y) is generated at
the imaging plane (at z0 = 0) of the telescope, which corresponds to the focal plane of relay
lens L2, see Fig. 4(a). Telescope magnification was set at 0.4×. The intensity distribution of
the outgoing beam is recorded by a CCD camera (Spiricon SP620U, 12-bit gray-level, pixel
pitch of 4.4 μm and 1620×1200 pixels), which is placed at distance z = 0.4 m for acquiring of
constraint images.
First, we apply the proposed phase retrieval approach for the calibration of the setup. As
test signal f (x,y), we consider a circular pupil with radius r0 = 2.5 mm (function circ(r/r0)),
associated to the region of the SLM display further used for the CGH implementation. Notice
that this region is imaged with scale 0.4× at plane z0 = 0, see Fig. 4(b) where the intensity
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distribution is shown. The corresponding phase distribution φab(x,y) at plane z0 = 0 is displayed
in Fig. 4(c), which was retrieved using eight constraint images (registered at z = 0.4 m) and
N ×M = 288 iterations. We considered such a number of constraint images and iterations in
order to reduce phase ambiguity arising from noisy measurements. In this case the cylindrical
lens, see Eq. (1), addressed into the SLM was set with focal lengths f j = α jz/s², where z =
0.4 m, s = 0.4 is the telescope-scaling factor, and α = 0.35, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 3.5.
The wavefront distortion φab(x,y) is caused by static aberrations arising from the whole opti-
cal setup: SLM, relay lenses, collimation of the beam, etc. To analyze this aberration, φab(x,y)
is decomposed in terms of Zernike’s orthogonal polynomials. We used the first 40 coefficients
as defined in [10, 35]. Table 1 displays the most significant terms, showing that for the distorted
wavefront the astigmatism and spherical aberration are predominant. These large distortion
values are present in other reflective LCoS SLMs, see [11, 12, 14]. Fortunately, the aberration
can be compensated by addressing its conjugated phase, −φab(x,y), into the SLM. After this
correction the resulting wavefront presents Zernike coefficients bellow λ/16 except for astig-
matism at 45◦ (−λ/8) and third-order spherical aberration (−λ/5), see Table 1. These results
are similar to the ones previously reported for other LCoS devices by using a Shack-Hartmann
(SH) wavefront sensor for its characterization, see [14] and references cited therein. It is ex-
pected to improve this wavefront correction by repeating the latter procedure several times, by
increasing the number of constraint images, or by performing further calibration of the phase
modulation response of such SLM devices, as reported in [33]. For example, it is demonstrated
in [14] that after nine iterative phase corrections based on the SH sensor measurements all
Zernike’s coefficients, listed in Table 1, are below λ/20. In the latter work, it is shown that the
flatness deviation of the SLM (Holoeye LCR-2500, 8-bit gray-level, pixel pitch of 19 μm) is
compensated from 0.8λ to λ/16 RMS for its central area of about 3 mm in diameter. In our
case the wavefront flatness is compensated up to λ/13 and λ/15 RMS for a circular area of
5 mm and 3 mm in diameter, respectively. Notice that both SLM devices are similar except for
the spatial resolution. The proposed approach also allows characterizing the generated beam,
as it will be studied in the next sections.
Table 1. Zernike Coefficients (waves at 532 nm) of Uncorrected and Corrected Wavefront
Zernike Term−Aberration Before correction After correction
Defocus 1.24 −0.02
Astigmatism at 0◦ −0.31 0.06
Astigmatism at 45◦ −1.30 −0.13
Coma at x 0.09 −0.04
Coma at y −0.12 −0.02
3rd order spherical −0.28 −0.20
Trefoil at 0◦ 0.01 0.01
Trefoil at 45◦ −0.11 0.02
5th order astigmatism at 0◦ 0.01 −0.03
5th order astigmatism at 45◦ 0.10 −0.02
3.3. Characterization of the generated beams
First we analyze the quality of the CGH-type 1 and 2 associated to Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), respec-
tively. As input signals we now consider LG modes given by Eq. (3) and HG modes written
as
HGm,n (r;w) = Hm
(√
2π
x
w
)
Hn
(√
2π
y
w
)
exp
(
− π
w2
r2
)
, (9)
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Fig. 5. Experimental results. Intensity of the LG+2,4 beam generated by means of
CGH−type 1 (a) and 2 (b). Fourier spectra of these beams are shown in (c) and (d), cor-
respondingly. The HG6,2 generated by CGH−type 1 (e) and 2 (f) and their power spectra
(g) and (h), respectively. The third row displays the power spectra profile, along x axis,
corresponding to (c, d) and (g, h): theoretical profile (green line) and the measured ones
associated to CGH−type 1 (blue line) and 2 (red line).
where Hm is the Hermite polynomial. Both types of beams have phase singularities, helical or
binary phase structure, that make difficult the phase retrieval. In particular the LG+2,4 and HG6,2
modes are studied. We remind that the adaptive phase hologram (ACGH) addressed into the
SLM is ψ(a,φ −φab +ϕc), where: φ is the phase of the input signal, φab is the phase distortion
of the setup [shown in Fig. 4(c)] used for the wavefront correction, and ϕc is the linear carrier
which spatial frequency is set as u0 = v0 = 1/4d in our case (d is the SLM’s pixel pitch). A fast
and useful way to visualize the beam-quality degradation due to the residual phase distortion,
obtained after the wavefront correction [see third column of Table 1], consists of analyzing
the power spectrum of the generated beam. Notice that the form of the power spectrum for
the studied beam is identical to its intensity distribution except from a scaling factor. This test
can be carried out using a convergent spherical lens. Figure 5 shows the generated beam at the
image plane (z0 = 0) and its power spectrum obtained at the focal plane of a spherical lens
(focal length of 20 cm, N-BK7 glass). There exists a small amount of distortion due to the
residual aberration of the setup previously characterized. Moreover, in the case of CGH-type 2
it is observed a significant mismatch with the theoretical intensity distribution at image plane
as well as the Fourier plane. It is known that CGH-type 2 reconstructs a beam corrupted by
noise distortions arising from high-order diffractions terms, as it was previously demonstrated
in [6] by numerical simulation. While the beams generated by CGH-type 1 do not present
this problem. Therefore, we conclude that encoding CGH-type 1 is more accurate for beam
generation in our experimental setup.
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Fig. 6. Intensity and phase distributions of the LG+2,4 (a), LG+2,4 +LG−2,4 (b), spiral beam
LG+0,0 +LG
+
0,3 (c), and HG6,2 (d) mode, displayed at the first and second rows correspond-
ingly. (e)-(h) Experimental results: intensity of the generated beam and its phase distribu-
tion reconstructed using M = 8 constraint images and N ×M = 288 iterations.
To evaluate the quality of the generation of several types of beams, displayed in
Fig. 6(a)−6(d), we apply the phase retrieval approach previously discussed. The intensity dis-
tribution of the generated beams at the image plane (z0 = 0) are shown in Fig. 6(e)−6(h) as well
as the corresponding retrieved phase distributions. For each case we used the same values of the
transformation parameter α , M = 8 constraint images and N×M = 288 iterations. These exper-
imental results are in good agreement with the theoretical ones displayed in Fig. 6(a)−6(d). We
underline that the constraint images are measured after implementing the corresponding phase
hologram ψ(a,φ −φab +ϕc + arg
{
L j
}
), where φ is the encoded beam’s phase and arg{L j} is
the phase function associated to the cylindrical lens with focal length f j = α jz/s².
The global beam quality can be quantitatively evaluated by means of the Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR) given by [36]
SNR =
¨
| f (r)|2 dr×
(¨
| f (r)−β se(r)|2 dr
)−1
, (10)
where
β =
¨
ℜ{ f (r)s∗e(r)}dr×
(¨
|se(r)|2 dr
)−1
, (11)
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is a constant normalization factor for the power of the signal se(r) under evaluation and ℜ de-
notes the real part of the signal. This definition is appropriate for beam characterization because
it permits a quality estimation of both the intensity and phase distribution. For the reconstructed
beams shown in Fig. 6(e)−6(h) a SNR value (given in decibels) about 12 dB is obtained. In this
SNR calculation the defocus and tilt aberrations have been neglected because they yield small
amount of uniform scaling and shift in the beam along its propagation. Notice that the beam
quality is often estimated using the SNR of the intensity distribution, which is about 20 dB in
our case. As can be seen, such an estimation of the beam quality artificially yields higher SNR
value because noise in beam’s phase is not considered. In spite of the residual phase distortion
arising from the optical setup, the generated beam shows high stability under free-space prop-
agation as expected. In Fig. 7 some of the measured constraint images for the case of LG+2,4
mode are displayed. These results also demonstrate a good agreement with the theoretical ones
shown in Fig. 3, and therefore confirm that the residual wavefront distortion does not signifi-
cantly decrease the quality of the beam.
It is also possible to estimate the beam quality by calculating the beam purity as defined
in [37]. The beam purity η is given as an inner product of the encoded signal f (r) and the
output signal se(r) under evaluation as it follows
η =
∣∣∣∣
¨
f ∗(r)β se(r)dr
∣∣∣∣
2
, (12)
where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. Notice that the signals are normalized using the pa-
rameter β and the ideal purity is η = 1. In our case the beam purity is about η = 0.88 for
the beams displayed in Fig. 6(e)−6(h). This result reasonably agrees with the theoretical one
η = 0.97 estimated in [32] by means of the numerical simulation of a practical SLM and the
corresponding CGH-encoding approach, which does not take into account the aberrations of
the optical setup. The estimation of the beam purity was also experimentally studied in [31]
by analyzing the correlation between the intensity distributions of the measured and theoretical
modes. Nevertheless, it does not give a quantitative estimation of η because such a correlation
generally varies during beam propagation while η does not, as discussed in [31]. In contrast,
the proposed approach allows experimentally performing a quantitative estimation of the beam
purity η as well as the beam quality SNR for paraxial beams. While the considered quality
parameters are important for global beam characterization, the direct comparison between the
phase and amplitude distributions of the encoded and generated beams provides detailed infor-
mation. Thus, the estimated Zernike coefficients of the residual wavefront indicate the way of
possible improvement of the beam generation.
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Fig. 7. Experimental results. Measured constraint images E j (square root of intensity dis-
tribution) associated to LG+2,4 mode.
4. Quality control of beams recorded onto a holographic storage medium
Finally, we apply the proposed method for the analysis of the quality of the beams recorded
onto holographic storage medium. As an example of recording material, a highly efficient pho-
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topolymerizable glass developed by us [38] is used. This holographic material exhibits high
optical performance for continuous as well as femtosecond laser applications [39]. The inter-
ferogram between the LG+2,4 beam [Fig. 6(e)], generated by the previously described method,
and a collimated reference beam is recorded onto this material. In our case the reference beam
is redirected towards the recording plane (placed at z0 = 0, see Fig. 4) in such a way that a
volume phase hologram is registered (spatial frequency of 400 lines/mm and sample thickness
is 80 μm). The hologram is reconstructed by illuminating with an appropriate reading beam
(e.g. the reference beam). Figure 8(a) and 8(b) display the reconstructed hologram of the LG+2,4
mode and its power spectrum measured at the focal plane of the convergent spherical lens,
respectively. Since the holographic material is sandwiched between two microscope coverslip
glass there exists a small amount of distortion arising from its lack of flatness, as it is observed
in Fig. 8(b).
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Fig. 8. Experimental results. (a) Holographically recorded LG+2,4 beam onto a photopoly-
merizable glass and its power spectrum (b). (c) Retrieved phase of the reconstructed beam
and its wavefront distortion (d). (e) Reconstruction of LG+3,4 +LG−3,4 beam recorded on a
photopolymerizable glass, see Media 1.
To analyze such a distortion we again apply the proposed phase retrieval approach to the
reconstructed beam, Fig. 8(a). In this case, to obtain the constraint image, the reading beam
is generated by the SLM. Therefore the hologram is uniformly illuminated by a reading beam
whose phase distribution corresponds to the cylindrical lens with focal length f j = α jz/s². The
constraint image is again measured at z = 0.4 m for each reading beam. Here we consider
the same number of constraint images (M = 8), as previously studied. The retrieved phase is
shown in Fig. 8(c). Since we analyze the beam reconstructed on the −1st diffraction order of
the volume hologram, it corresponds to the LG−2,4 mode which is the complex conjugated of the
recorded (object) beam LG+2,4. The residual wavefront distortion obtained after the comparison
with the theoretical phase of the LG−2,4 mode is displayed in Fig. 8(d). These results confirm
a good agreement between the reconstructed and object beams. Such a distortion presents a
predominant increment of 0.11λ and 0.15λ for coma at x and y, and 0.07λ for astigmatism at
0◦ with respect to the residual one of the optical setup characterized in section 3. It is mainly
caused by the lack of flatness of the coverslip glass attached to the holographic material and
causes a small decrease in the beam quality, SNR is about 10 dB and beam purity is η = 0.84. In
order to minimize this distortion a glass wafer with lower RMS flatness deviation can be used
instead of the microscope coverslip glass, which in our case was mounted into a lens holder
with an aperture diameter of 2.54 cm [see Fig. 8(e)]. Nevertheless, the experimental results are
in good agreement with the theoretical predictions.
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The considered analogue holograms can be applied in many optical setups providing their
compactness. Moreover, the high optical performance (diffraction efficiency is about 90%) and
damage threshold of this holographic material [38, 39] makes them very useful for optical
trapping, ultrafast optics, photonics, etc. To illustrate the hologram performance, in Fig. 8(e)
the hologram of a LG+3,4 +LG
−
3,4 beam is shown, see also Media 1.
5. Conclusions
A robust and versatile technique for the characterization of holographically-synthesized beams
based on iterative phase retrieval from several WD projections has been established. The recov-
ered phase distribution allows estimating the global parameters of the beam generation quality,
such as SNR and the beam purity. Moreover, the analysis of the wavefront distortion −the dif-
ference between the phase distributions of the encoded and generated signal − applying the
Zernike polynomials decomposition determines the static aberrations arising from the used op-
tical setup as well as the ones introduced by the hologram encoding method. Based on this
information significant improvements in the process of beam generation can be incorporated.
The proposed method have been applied for the characterization of the optical setup (fur-
ther required for the hologram implementation) and for the analysis of the quality of beams
generated by digital and analogue holograms. It has been demonstrated that the beam quality
degradation is mainly caused by aberrations arising from the SLM, which can be detected using
the proposed approach. Thus, the flatness deviation of the SLM has been compensated up to
λ/15 RMS leading to significantly improvement of beam quality: a SNR value about 12 dB and
beam purity η = 0.88 are obtained. These previously characterized beams have been recorded
onto a highly efficient photopolymerizable material. The analysis of the beam reconstructed
from the analogue hologram presents small amount of additional (compared with the object
beam) wavefront distortion caused by the flatness deviation of the glass wafer covering the
holographic material. In this case a SNR value of 10 dB and η = 0.84 are obtained. The high
optical throughput of these analogue holograms make them attractive for different applications
such as optical information processing, ultrafast optics, photonics, microparticle manipulation,
etc.
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